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at the evil. The encrease of building has encreased the demand and conse-
quently the price of bricks. The demand for bricks has raised the price of
brick earth so greatly that the makers are tempted to mix the slop of the
streets, ashes, scavenger's dirt and everything that will make the brick earth
or clay go as far as possible.32
Exactly the same complaints had been made twenty years before. To
remedy the evils an Act had been passed giving the Company of Tilers
and Brickmakers power to search for defective bricks and impose fines
on those not of the standard size and not made by the approved
methods. This made things worse than ever. The members of the
Company evaded the Act or perverted it in their own interest and after
a heated controversy a new Act was passed giving equal powers of
inspection to the Company and to the justices in Sessions.33 This also
was a failure and the attempt to regulate the making of bricks was given
up.34
Ruinous old houses and ramshackle new ones were often the result of
uncertainty of title and short leases. Furtive building and the appropria-
tion of scraps of land, the purprestures and concealments so common
in the seventeenth century, naturally produced bad titles. When build-
ing or re-building schemes on a large scale were undertaken, a private
Act was generally necessary to enable long leases to be granted and to
provide for uncertain or litigated tides.
It often happens [said Noorthouck] that when houses in obscure parts of
London belong to indigent or avaritious persons, when clear titles cannot be
made out for them, or while such titles are in the course of tedious litigation,
they are suffered to stand in a ruinous condition, to the great hazard of those
who are tempted by trifling rents to risk their lives in them.35
Much property in London was church or other corporate property;
corporate owners and those with life interests in estates were apt to
regard only their own immediate profit Thus Killegrew, Master of the
Savoy from 1663 to 1700, had by his patent the right of granting leases
for three lives. He did this by taking heavy fines and reserving a nominal
quit rent. The result was that the rents became 'concealed' - many
people lived in the Savoy rent free, * nobody appearing to make any
demand from them'.36 As their title was not good however, they were
liable to be dislodged by force or stratagem. Lodgers or servants would

